Invitation

Dear colleagues,

It is our pleasure to invite you to the International Week 2014 hosted by the Faculty of Economic Sciences. This event aims to offer the opportunity of an intercultural exchange between professors, practitioners and students from all over the world.

Sibiu, European Capital of Culture in 2007, and its surroundings provide a beautiful setting for several events that should bring the local academic community and the distinguished guests closer together. The programme consists of five days of learning, sharing experiences, networking and enjoying each other's company.

Highlights:

- 21st International Economic Conference – IECS 2014. This year topic "Prospects of Economic Recovery in a Volatile International Context: Major Obstacles, Initiatives and Projects" will provide the framework for discussions, lectures, plenary sessions, Q&A's between students and speakers.
- Daytrip to Sambata de Jos - Bran castle – Brasov. The Bran castle inspired Bram Stoker's Dracula
- Visit to the ASTRA MUSEUM OF TRADITIONAL FOLK CIVILIZATION, the largest permanent open air ethnographic exhibition in Europe

Contact information

Vice dean for international relations
Răzvan Șerbu
email: razvan.serbu@ulbsibiu.ro

Phone: +40 269 210375
www.ulbsibiu.ro
International Week in Sibiu 2014
Faculty of Economic Sciences

Programme

Monday, 12 May
12:00 Welcome to the Dean Office
13:00 Introduction to Faculty of Economic Sciences, Guided visit to FES facilities
17:00 Celebrating day of the LBUS University

Tuesday, 13 May
09:00 Meeting with board of the university
10:00 Cooperation & Development at the International Relations Department
11:00 Lectures to the students
14:00 Guided visit tour at the Astra Museum Traditional Folk Civilization
17:00 Lectures to the students
20:00 Concert night

Wednesday, 14 May
09:00 Lectures to the students
12:00 Guided visit to the city of Sibiu
17:00 Lectures to the student
20:00 Intercultural evening

Thursday, 15 May
09:00 Lectures to the students
11:00 Visit to “Dracula” Bran Castle

Friday, 16 May
09:00 IECS 2014 – International Economic Conference of Sibiu

21st International Economic Conference of Sibiu
IECS 2014, 16-17 May, 2014

Papers may cover topics in Economics, European Integration, Management, Marketing, Finance, Accounting, Banking, Insurance and Economic Informatics, bearing on the Conference theme.

Your experience and ideas are very interesting for us and for all the participants and you are welcome to participate.

All submissions are subject to a double blind review process. Papers will be evaluated for originality, significance, clarity, and contribution.

Convinced that your taking part in the Conference will grant the success of this impressive event, we thank you and we deem our full appreciation.

http://iecs.ulbsibiu.ro
About Internationalization at FSE

Having acknowledged that globalization has transformed the world into a “global village”, where interconnectedness is present in all aspects of the social life, the Faculty of Economic Sciences has increased its efforts to adjust its educational offer to the new demand.

The Faculty of Economic Sciences has around 40 Erasmus partnerships with Universities all over Europe, where our students can apply for a scholarship. Also, in order to accommodate international students our Faculty acted quickly and flexibly and developed several courses in English.

The international mobility is available for our professors as well, which can exchange experience and develop further through international teaching practice. Guest professors are welcomed at our faculty.

Knowledge is global and research must transcend the national boundaries. International projects are being carried out by our faculty members.

Several participations at international conferences and scientifically events confirm the international preoccupations of the faculty staff.

The annual International Economic Conference has come to its 21st edition in 2014 and was honored by the presence of many distinguished quests.

International Summer Schools made the internalization process fun and appealing for many students, Romanian and international alike.